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Speeding Up the Agile 
Transformation at  
TeamViewer



All inside a year: Empowering Teams within an Agile 
Transformation
How can we give our teams the required skills and resources to speed up innovation at TeamViewer? In May 2017, 
we had already been working with Agile Methods for about a year to achieve this goal. Since we wanted to make  
result-producing changes within a certain amount of time, we then decided to speed up the Agile Transformation 
with the fresh view and impulses from an external coach. Together with our Senior Vice President and Chief Innovation 
Officer Kornelius Brunner, Agile coach Dominik Maximini worked with our teams and laid the foundation for significant 
improvements within a year. 



About Kornelius Brunner

Kornelius Brunner has served as Senior Vice President and Chief Innovation Officer at TeamViewer since June 2016. 
As part of the company’s original team, Kornelius previously headed TeamViewer’s Product Management as well 
as Research & Development teams. He has more than 15 years of experience in the software development industry 
and has played an essential role helping TeamViewer expand in the market since the company’s founding in 2005.

Prior to joining TeamViewer, Kornelius held various roles in software development and key accounting at Rossmanith 
GmbH, a provider of solutions for quality assurance and ISO 9001 certifications, and IQment, a provider of web-based 
e-commerce and content management solutions.

About Dominik Maximini

Dominik is an experienced Agile leader, author, coach, Scrum Master and trainer working at Novatec Consulting, 
where he helps teams to live up to the true Scrum Culture and its Values. His vision is to instill the fundamental  
Values of Scrum – like openness and respect – into all company environments he engages with. 

Novatec is an independent IT specialist, supporting its customers from software development to technology and 
IT strategy consulting. Our Agile team strives to create thriving, buzzing environments where work is awesome!



Accelerating Innovation with Agile
In early 2017, TeamViewer had been working with Agile Methods for about a year to speed up innovation, enable 
scaling of the Research and Development (R&D) organization, and to give more empowerment to the employees. 
An important step to achieve this was taken when Product Management, Quality Assurance and Engineering were 
merged into one R&D Department, with a team of two Senior Vice Presidents (SVPs) from Product Management 
and Engineering leading it together. 

Unlike other companies, TeamViewer focused on building trust and team spirit within their teams by succeeding in 
creating semi-stable teams. Each one of the many teams had to face individual challenges in their everyday work:  
While some teams were working cross-functionally with Scrum, others were using Kanban. Some teams were providing 
horizontal services, working with waterfall-like approaches. Within the company, teams are not only multinational 
but also spread over various locations across Germany, the United Kingdom, and Armenia. While the overall perfor-
mance of the teams was good, some were being confronted with issues and conflicts. 

TeamViewer is a growing company in an environment that constantly changes. This requires the product to receive 
regular updates to meet customers’ needs at any time. While progress and change are embraced by TeamViewer, 
these developments go hand in hand with challenges and high workloads.

One of the challenges was defining roles. Some Scrum Masters were dedicated full-time to their role, while others 
were providing coding services as well. While Product Owners worked on customer needs and defined what needed to 
be worked on, the role was not yet fully embodied in the organization.

Furthermore, the high workload especially in release phases evoked certain complications, like a bottleneck in Quality 
Assurance (QA). The release phase that occurs every couple of months keeps the QA team busy because ensuring 
the delivery of great quality to the millions of users and customers is the foundation of TeamViewer’s success. 

This means that during the release phase, the team-assigned QA engineers were assisting the release testing phase, 
which minimized their availability to the team. 

The high workload also affected the Agile Transformation Team that was already in place. It consisted of interested 
people across R&D who could not invest a lot of time on the transformation itself.

These operative issues kept everyone very busy and left room to question the agile transformation as such. This 
led the agile transformation endeavor to a halt that could not be revived by the Agile Transformation Team. Therefore, 
TeamViewer decided that they needed impulses from outside the company and hired Dominik to re-assess and 
speed up the agile transformation.



Defining the Goal in a Collaborative Fashion
To ensure success, we decided to choose an agile process for triage. In May 2017, all employees of R&D (almost 150) 
were invited to participate in a four-hour workshop.  Even though the participation was voluntary, a large number of 
people showed up. This shows the high level of dedication to the company and its constant progress. The workshop 
was structured like a retrospective, identifying what went well and where there was room for improvement. During 
the workshop, not everything went as expected, so we had to adapt quickly. For example, it became clear that Agile 
Transformation was often associated negatively with current issues. 

The team was asked to group these aspects into the sections of “caused by the Agile Transformation” and “already 
existed prior to the Agile Transformation”. This led to the conclusion that only very few issues were introduced 
through the Agile Transformation. Now that our minds were free for future issues, we started to work on specific 
clusters in small groups. 

These results were boiled down to an ordered list of topics to tackle first. We were able to define two ambitious  
release goals, each aimed at a 6-month period:

1. Teams should have all skills and resources to work on features which fit them   
 a. Less workload on Quality Assurance Engineers
 b. Clarified responsibilities
 c. Create team structure and architecture that allows scaling
 d. Review number of teams and their composition

2. Fully empowered teams     
 a. Empowerment by Management

The discussion that led to these goals was meaningful and motivated us to proceed. Dominik collected the team’s 
expectations at the end of the workshop and vice versa. The goals were presented to the R&D leadership team and 
received full approval and support.



Reducing Workload on QA
During the workshop, it was apparent that the greatest challenge was the workload on QA engineers. We analyzed 
the situation together with the QA engineers and came up with several steps that were subsequently implemented. 
Aside from reorganizing QA Management, we decided to:

 a.  Create a R&D-wide Definition of Done (DoD), to establish a defined minimum level of quality and basis for 
further improvement

 b.  Move the accountability for quality from QA into the teams, so that quality assurance is not something 
that is pushed after development

To immediately get the ball rolling, we conducted a series of open-for-all workshops to create a Definition of 
Done that was valid across teams. After a first version was crafted, we handed the results back to all teams to  
incorporate their feedback. The result was a two-level Definition of Done, where the first level could be implemented 
right away by all teams and the second level needed more preparation by some teams. The management was quick  
to support the solution. Also, we made sure Scrum Masters were aware that it was their responsibility to help the 
teams follow the DoD. The Product Management team would benefit from better quality and quicker releases, 
while the number of features would be reduced short-term.

Quickly thereafter, we faced the next release testing phase. Involving all teams for suggestions, we agreed to 
split up the regression tests, distributed them to the teams and defined a set of rules:
 
 a. Each team could only release once all their tests passed
 b. It was the teams’ responsibility to remove unnecessary tests and add new ones
 c. It was the teams’ responsibility to create manual or automated tests where appropriate
 d.  When a team finished their tests, they were kindly asked to support the other teams, because we could  

either release the whole application or nothing at all
 e.  The teams were free to automate any tests they felt would make sense, being in the driver seat for  

reducing the time required in the release testing phase for future releases

We were pleased to see that this process worked on the first attempt. Even though not everybody liked the idea 
of testing instead of coding, the release testing phase went smoothly and far more quickly than before. The issue 
of the over-booked QA engineers was solved. This created the room for looking at the bigger issues, such as general 
QA strategy and test automation strategy. There was a lot to do, but the responsibilities (the teams) and incen-
tives (having to test less manually) to do so were evident.



Clarified Responsibilities
Diving into the topic of clarified responsibilities, we discovered that it had many facets. On the one hand, there were 
topics that did not lie within the responsibilities of any team. On the other hand, the responsibilities of specific roles, 
such as Product Owners, Scrum Masters and Developers were not clearly defined. Furthermore, we had to establish 
how to tackle overarching architectural topics, which means aspects that are relevant for more than one team. 

Assigning topics that did not lie within the responsibilities of any team was one of the simpler tasks. Each development 
team had a clear focus that excluded additional topics that were left over from the past prior to the agile transformation. 
However, these features and code areas still needed attention. TeamViewer already had installed a dispatching 
meeting to distribute the open topics across teams. However, some areas could not be assigned. Only when we 
clarified the responsibilities of the Product Owners, most issues were solved. The remaining topics were discussed 
by getting every relevant Product Owner into the same room, explaining the issue, and asking them to come up 
with a solution. If they didn’t come up with a solution, a bottle would be spun, indicating the distribution decision. 
The bottle never had to be used.



At TeamViewer, there are Product Managers and Product Owners. This was sometimes confusing and made it 
clear to us that we needed to define both more clearly. The affected people got together and came up with a solution. 
The Product Manager role is more strategic and customer facing. It coordinates across teams while the Product 
Owner role is more operative and team facing. This is not exactly what Scrum advocates, but it accounts for scala-
bility and different maturity levels of different people and teams. Furthermore, it is possible and applied that both 
roles can be taken by a single person. This also helped Development teams to understand who can make what 
kind of decision and where the responsibility of their specific Product Owner ends.

The Scrum Masters already had worked on their role description which also can be found in the Scrum Guide.  
We conducted a series of short workshops on this topic and ensured that all Scrum Masters understood what was 
expected from them and agreed on the same job definition. 

For the Developer role, it was clarified that the accountability to ensure product quality lies within their teams and 
not QA. One of the most important outcomes is that all teams know that it is their responsibility to shape their  
environment. If something is wrong, they should suggest and implement an improvement. Like this, we’ve been 
able to see steady progress.

Clarifying these responsibilities was helpful and we did not stop there. We sat together with the Management and 
looked for options how to systematically empower the organization without needing upfront specification.

Empowerment by Management
Since we could not define every single responsibility throughout the company, we chose to introduce a lightweight 
tool instead. Delegation Boards (a Management 3.0 technique) proved to be very helpful. A Delegation Board shows 
what kind of decision can be made by whom and who needs to be involved to what degree (take a look here if you 
want to learn more). It is primarily used to make the status quo transparent and to facilitate passing down power. 
Any specific level of empowerment depends on the topic at hand and does not need to be specified upfront. 

At TeamViewer, anybody can use a Delegation Board and both Scrum Masters and leaders are educated in teaching 
it. The idea is to consult or change the Delegation Board whenever somebody gets the feeling that they should be 
allowed to decide something or if somebody overstepped. The expectation of management is that issues are solved 
within the boundaries of teams and between teams without involving leadership.

With these steps, the whole organization can efficiently organize their responsibilities and power. This means that 
the whole organization is empowered. The consequence of being empowered to act is the obligation to act. To 
support this, we needed to strengthen the Scrum Masters as our primary change agents. 

https://www.scrumguides.org
https://management30.com/practice/delegation-poker/
https://management30.com
https://www.novatec-gmbh.de/en/blog/management-3-0-experience-delegation-boards-delegation-poker


Empowering the Scrum Masters
The primary way of empowering Scrum Masters is to help them hone their skills, so they can support their teams in 
turn. For example, we created a Scrum Master skill matrix to support the creation of development plans. We also con-
ducted several learning sessions with the Scrum Masters about various topics. We also made sure we have a full-
time in-house Agile Coach who further develops the groundwork laid together with Dominik.

The team developed more skills in conflict resolution, team formation, facilitation, Management 3.0, and more. These 
learning sessions were aligned with the needs of the participants and prioritized by them.

The workshops further empowered the Scrum Masters by putting the spotlight of the agile transformation on them 
instead of the Agile Transformation Team. The leaders of the workshops actually dissolved the latter to further 
strengthen the Scrum Masters. Then, we established a process that ensured face time between Scrum Masters and 
management to talk about issues with which they needed help. 

Today, the process is set up in a way that whenever Scrum Masters have an impediment they cannot solve themsel-
ves, they bring it to the Scrum Master Community of Practice, which meets once a week. If this CoP can’t solve the is-
sue, they can bring it to the Scrum Masters and Stakeholders (SMaSH) meeting, an event involving both leaders and 
Scrum Masters every other Monday. If the people in the SMaSH meeting cannot find a solution, they escalate the is-
sue to the weekly R&D leadership meeting. In the worst case, an issue can take up to fifteen days to progress through 
this path. However, we did not need to go through every step so far. Usually, people find solutions more quickly by 
bringing everybody involved to the same table to have a personal conversation – but it is still good to know what else 
can be done to get support.

When working with Scrum Masters some of them realized they actually did not want to fill the role. Some, as seen of-
ten in the industry, had volunteered for it out of duty and not because they felt the call of the job. We looked for repla-
cements outside and inside the organization, thanked the dutiful interim Scrum Masters for their good work and hel-
ped them settle back into the roles they felt eager to fill.



Team Composition
The last goals defined in our goal-definition workshop “create team structure and architecture that allows scaling” 
and “review number of teams and their composition” were summarized as “team composition”. What people fo-
cused on during the goal-creation-workshop was the collaboration and setup of “horizontal” and “vertical” teams. 

Quickly two opinions formed in the organization. One was to fully go with cross-functional vertical teams. The 
other was advocating specialist horizontal teams that work on architecture and base functionality. There was a 
need to find a common ground. A top-down approach did not make sense to the teams, so they focused on enab-
ling each team to make their own decisions.

We created a grass-roots movement where everybody had the opportunity to get involved -and many did. A group 
of volunteers drafted suggestions that were then discussed and refined by the development teams, product mana-
gers, leaders, and other stakeholders. We took our time to do this, because we decided to go together and far. The 
final outcome was a set of simple concepts and rules:



1.  We have cross-functional vertical teams. They are the home for the majority of employees and work agile. 
Their key responsibility is to create product features, end to end.

2.  We also have crews, which is our name for a group of people, building skill in a specific technical product area 
and creating infrastructure as well as basic functionality for it. A few people are working full-time in these 
crews, but the majority of people dedicate up to 20% of their time to them.

3.  There are also Communities of Practice. These do not create infrastructure or basic functionality, but only 
grow their skills and hone the processes in their area of expertise.

4.  We focused the crew work to Fridays to allow people to actually get work done.

5.  Product Owners decide on what is worked on in the vertical teams. Technical Leads are deciding what is 
worked on by the crew members during their crew time. The prioritization across teams is provided by a Product 
Board, which is a group of people who transform high level work packages into a clearly prioritized backlog.

6.  There are several steps in the overall concept with the goal of minimum dependencies between teams. However, 
each step has different preconditions, rendering it impossible to move all the way at once. Therefore, we move 
step by step, incrementally.

7.  The primary goal of crews is to optimize the product architecture in a way that dependencies are minimized 
throughout the product and the next level of team independency is reached.

8.  All questions regarding specific team compositions, such as missing skills, need to be solved by and in between 
the teams themselves and not by a central authority.

We also have Scrum Masters, Team Leads and Directors in place who are responsible to help if teams are not 
able to fulfill their responsibilities themselves for different reasons. With growing maturity of the teams, they are 
needed less and less often.

Our biggest learning here was that simple solutions for complex problems are sometimes difficult to achieve. We 
needed a lot of discussion, refinement and decision-making to come up with this small set of rules. However, they 
are committed to by everybody affected. We are very proud to have reached a simple solution that proved to be 
working.
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What to Tackle Next
For every problem solved, there are at least three new ideas on what to tackle and try next. It is difficult, but  
absolutely necessary, to focus. The responsibility for moving the company further towards Agile Product Delivery 
now lies with the Scrum Masters. Their ideas are constantly refined, but right now they focus on:

•  Improving the efficiency of change, meaning the speed of decision-making and experiment-conduction 
throughout the company.

• Working with Directors and VPs to improve the leadership culture.
•  Working on clearly aligned goals throughout the company, which entails reviewing the organizational culture 

and working on it.
• Advancing the product architecture in a way that allows the teams to work independently from each other.

Since we are living in a complex world, this list might change. We never stop learning and we never stop improving. 
What are you changing next?

www.novatec-gmbh.de
www.teamviewer.com

Novatec Consulting GmbH 
Dieselstraße 18/1 
70771 Leinfelden-Echterdingen 
Telefon: +49 711 22040  – 700




